DIH SETS OUT TO IMPROVE THE
LIVES OF HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS
OF PEOPLE WORLDWIDE.

Founded in

2007
in China

Offices and partners
in more than 40+
countries.

Since being founded in 2007, DIH has
combined the best brands, innovations
and people needed to create the
market leader in the advanced
rehabilitation technology industry.
DIH, together with Swiss brand
Hocoma and Dutch brand Motek, can
be found in the top hospitals, clinics
and research facilities around the
world, pushing forward futuristic care
in rehabilitation.

A relentless pursuit of finding the best
solutions that change people’s lives
and bringing them to where they are
needed drives DIH and made it the
global company it is today. With three
headquarter locations: Beijing, Zurich
and Amsterdam, and hubs and sales
partners in more than 40 countries,
the DIH network is advancing medical
technologies around the world.

WOULD YOU

-- have great intercultural skills and
business acumen
-- are able and willing to travel up to
60% of the working time

Clinical
Applications
Manager EMEA
DIH is looking for a new
Clinical Applications
Manager (EMEA region)
and join their highly
experienced, awardwinning, international
team.
Location
Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Germany or Switzerland can be
also considered.

LIKE TO...

-- coordinate and execute regional
clinical education, scientific
workshops and presentations?
-- coordinate, execute and sell
clinical application services in the
Europe and Middle East Region?
-- lead and manage regional
knowledge exchange over various
stakeholders?
-- manage and compile regional
clinical customer, clinical expert
and research contacts?
-- support and coordinate trainings
of regional sales representatives
and support sales activities?
WE MATCH WITH
PEOPLE WHO...

-- communicate openly and have
natural authority in exchanging
professional views / opinions with
clinical and research partners on
various levels
-- keep track on their objectives and
achieve the tasks given under
tight timeline
-- communicate positively and have
a pleasant personality

Above all else – the right attitude and
drive is what we are looking for.

Apply now with your CV and Motivational
letter in English to personal@hocoma.com
Att: Ms. Helene Teuscher.

YOU HAVE...

-- experience in conducting
clinical trainings for healthcare
professionals, PTs or OTs
-- preferably minimum 3 years
clinical working experience in
rehabilitation environments,
working with neurological patients
and an existing network of
healthcare professionals
-- an educational background as PT
or OT
-- excellent command of English
(verbal and written)
-- knowledge and experience in
operating advanced rehabilitation
equipment
-- preferably working experience
with Hocoma/Motek technologies

